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Silverlight 4 in ActionManning Publications, 2010

	Silverlight in Action, Revised Edition is a fast-paced, comprehensive tutorial that guides the reader from creating "Hello World" to coding production-quality, data-driven rich internet applications with graphics, audio, and video content. Written for a developer who already knows how to code in C#, this fluff-free book...
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Microsoft Silverlight 5 Data and Services CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	About 2 years ago, in the spring of 2010, Microsoft released Silverlight 4. Silverlight 4 proved

	to be a platform ready for Line-of-Business application development. Numerous developers

	learned how to build great apps with it, which can run both within the browser and as a

	stand-alone application on the user's machine....
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Microsoft SharePoint 2010 Developer's Compendium: The Best of Packt for Extending SharePointPackt Publishing, 2012


	A Packt Compendium is a book formed by drawing existing content from several related Packt

	titles. In other words, it is a mash-up of published Packt content – Professional Expertise

	Distilled in the true sense. Such a compendium of Packt's content allows you to learn from

	each of the chapters' unique styles and Packt...
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Accelerated Silverlight 3 (Books for Professionals by Professionals)Apress, 2009
Accelerated Silverlight 3 teaches you how to get up to speed with the latest version of Silverlight quickly and efficiently. The book assumes you're already comfortable with the basics of .NET coding and with WPF and builds on your existing knowledge to make your journey to Silverlight 3 proficiency as quick and painless as possible....
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Pro WPF and Silverlight MVVM: Effective Application Development with Model-View-ViewModelApress, 2010

	WPF and Silverlight are unlike any other user interface (UI) technologies. They have been built to a new paradigm that—if harnessed correctly—can yield unprecedented power and performance. This book shows you how to control that power to produce clean, testable, maintainable code.

	

	It is now recognized that any...
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Professional SharePoint 2010 Branding and User Interface DesignWrox Press, 2010

	A must have guide for creating engaging and usable SharePoint 2010 branding


	With SharePoint 2010, Microsoft has provided a more robust environment for creating collaboration and content management sites that rival any of the popular websites on the internet. Creating a branded SharePoint site involves understanding both...
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Pro SQL Azure (Expert's Voice in .NET)Apress, 2010

	SQL Azure represents Microsoft’s cloud-based delivery of its enterprise-caliber, SQL Server database management system (formerly under the code name "Oslo"). Pro SQL Azure introduces you to this new platform, showing you how to program and administer it in a variety of cloud computing scenarios. You’ll learn to...
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Pro Business Applications with Silverlight 4Apress, 2010

	Silverlight 4 has the potential to revolutionize the way we build business applications. With its flexibility, web deployment, cross-platform capabilities, rich .NET language support on the client, rich user interface control set, small runtime, and more, it comes close to the perfect platform in which to build business applications. It's...
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Beginning ASP.NET 4 in VB 2010Apress, 2010

	The most up-to-date and comprehensive introductory ASP.NET book you’ll find on any shelf, Beginning ASP.NET 4 in VB 2010 guides you through Microsoft’s latest technology for building dynamic web sites. This book will enable you to build dynamic web pages on the fly, and assumes only the most basic knowledge of Visual...
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Foundation Expression Blend 4 with SilverlightApress, 2010

	Foundation Expression Blend 4 with Silverlight takes you through your first steps in creating Rich Internet Applications (RIAs) using the latest release of Microsoft’s technology. You’ll explore features such as custom user controls that you can reuse throughout your projects and the media element that allows you to...
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Windows Phone 8 Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2013

	Windows Phone 8 Recipes is a problem-solution based guide to the Windows Phone 8 platform. Recipes are grouped according to features of the platform and ways of interacting with the device. Solutions are given in C# and XAML, so you can take your existing .NET skills and apply them to this exciting new venture.

	...
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Programming C# 3.0O'Reilly, 2008
Written by popular author and .NET expert Jesse Liberty, this thoroughly updated tutorial for beginning to intermediate programmers covers the latest release of Microsoft's popular C# language (C# 3.0) and the newest .NET platform for developing Windows and web applications. Our bestselling Programming C# 3.0, now in its fifth edition, is a...
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